
 
 

Electronic waste and the Circular Economy - 

written submission 

All responses prepared and/or collated by Gary Moore, sales director of WEEE shredding specialist 

UNTHA UK. 

 

What steps are being taken to move towards a circular economy for electronic goods? How 

can the UK Government support this transition? 

 

There are a number of discussion points of merit here. 

 

1. The recycling of e-waste is one of the topics most dominating the waste industry media, not least 

because updated legislation is continually coming into force.  

We have long been believers that, rightly or wrongly, legislation drives innovation (not to mention 

compliance!) This is one of the reasons we were so disappointed to hear of a reduction in WEEE 

collection targets in 2017 and 2018. We acknowledged that that there are multiple variables at play 

when setting targets. For instance, individuals’ decreased use of outdated technology such as gas 

discharge lamps – in favour of more modern, longer-lasting LEDs – naturally has an impact on target 

setting. And granted, targets must be achievable – there is little point them existing for targets’ sake. 

So, given statistics that UK producer compliance schemes (PCSs) in 2017 underperformed by 15% – 

even at the reduced levels – anything higher would arguably have been nigh-on impossible. But we 

polled visitors to our website at the time who expressed feelings of deflation, with 58% believing the 

targets were too low and risked stalling progress. We shared this concern – in the absence of an 

impetus to act, would industry mindsets become more passive? 

2. Generally, news that reporting processes under the newly-introduced Open Scope would become 

no less complex, was welcomed. As we eluded to above, we praise compliance-driven initiatives but 

know from our peers that reporting-bordering-on-red-tape strips WEEE operators of their innovation 

potential, if the feeling is that paperwork is just for paperwork’s sake. 

3. It must be acknowledged however, that there’s more to WEEE recycling progress than recovery 

rates alone. The industry (and therefore Government) needs to pay more attention to recyclate quality 

too if we are to achieve the true advancement towards the circular economy that we all seek. 

Why does recovering materials from electronic waste pose a significant challenge? What 

support is required to facilitate the adoption of recovery technologies? 

Irrespective of the legislative landscape surrounding WEEE, it is of course important to focus on best-

practice and aim for excellence, as much as is practically possible. But the effectiveness of recovery 

methods varies from operator to operator. The reasons for this are multifaceted – this is a complex 

debate. 

- Know-how 

The exact treatment of WEEE usually differs significantly depending on the nature of the arisings and 

the preferences of the ‘waste’ handler. Some facilities deploy industrial shredding technologies for 

instance, particularly common for the compliant destruction of equipment such as hard drives that  

 

 



 
 

could contain sensitive data. Others opt for either manual or machine-led disassembly processes, or 

even a combination of both.  

It must be noted that different rules apply depending on the methodology adopted, too. As the HSE 

website outlines for example: ‘For shredding operations, treatment facilities may not be required to 

remove [specific] components and substances. This is dependent on the size and type of technology 

used, although some hazardous components and substances must be removed in advance to avoid 

risks to health and safety and damage to equipment.’ 

Presuming legislative compliance is a given, attention should then turn to the techniques that facilitate 

utmost adherence to the UK’s waste hierarchy. And this is where the first obstacle lies – many 

operators do not know which methods are most effective. 

In many cases, seemingly outdated WEEE can be refurbished for re-use, providing it is stored 

correctly prior to being handled – being left outdoors in a cage and exposed to the elements is not 

ideal, for instance.  

Beyond that, a material liberation strategy should be prioritised as the next-best option, to ensure 

maximum recyclate recovery rates. Some firms opt for the manual breakdown of equipment, by 

trained professionals. Whilst this labour-intensive process naturally takes time, it can result in the 

successful extraction, segregation and re-insertion of valuable commodities such as gold, copper and 

palladium, back into the supply chain.  

Other organisations – such as those who deem this manual methodology uncommercially viable – seek 

to design a shredding operation to release these valuable recyclates instead. A hammer-mill 

machine – which works by smashing aggregate material into smaller pieces with repeated impact 

blows – was once the preferred option for this. However, such equipment is typically high speed, which 

creates vast amounts of dust and struggles to achieve the particle refinement required for downstream 

separation technologies to effectively do their job. 

A four-shaft shredder with screen, on the other hand, will ensure the production of a homogenous 

fraction. With high torque and slow speed, this will protect the machine from wear, increase uptime 

and deliver added efficiency. The integration of an overband magnet will also help extract ferrous 

metals, an eddy current separator (ECS) can separate out any non-ferrous metals, and an optical 

sorter can finally clean anything that the ECS hasn’t already refined. 

There has been a marked uplift in investment in such recovery technologies over the last five years, 

certainly within our business. This undoubtedly reflects the growing acknowledgement surrounding the 

wealth in WEEE. The payback period for any investment in recovery technologies is therefore often 

very healthy, with vast additional revenue-generating potential thereafter. 

- High value vs low value material recovery 

Difficulty lies, however, in arriving at the same business case for lower value WEEE such as household 

appliances – particularly those with a high plastic content and a lower proportion of precious / rare 

earth metals.  

These metals are in high demand which sees innovation continuing apace when it comes to the their 

recovery. We are even aware of a research project underway which is utilising bacteria, fungi and 

spectrometry to achieve unparalleled recovery rates from ultra-fine <1mm particles. This is incredible!  

 



 
 

But given the attainable price per tonne for some of these materials, the rationale is clear! 

Plastics on the other hand, may be on the radar of the masses thanks in part to the plight of David 

Attenborough, but we cannot get away from the fact that they are difficult to deal with, particularly 

when they contain a number of complex polymers. And the value isn’t there. The commercial case for 

investing in recovery technologies therefore doesn’t stack up – you spend lots of money to separate, 

for little return. 

Even in the ‘micro world’ of comparatively high value IT waste recovery, saleability of the small 

proportion of plastic arisings is difficult. Offtakers are limited, particularly domestically. The only option 

is often energy recovery at best, which seems ludicrous.  

(Incidentally, peers consulted as part of producing these responses, remarked that they don’t believe 

WEEE such as circuit boards and hard drives etc are an illegal export problem as they’re too valuable. 

They think that the problem lies with low value, hard-to-process, largely plastic-based municipal items 

such as vacuums, hairdryers and even TV screens. These items are even easier to ship if they are 

technically still working). 

So, could the Government help subsidise investments in recovery technologies for lower value 

equipment?  

And/or, can more be done to drive innovation further up the supply chain so that products are 

designed with reuse (or at least) recycling in mind, thus making them easier to handle/recover when 

they’re deemed redundant by one household/individual/business?  

These suggestions are by no means new – but more can be done… 

Is public awareness of e-waste recycling satisfactory? If not, how can it be improved? 

In a business context, the aforementioned wealth in (some types of) WEEE, has got the industry 

talking. And, as a UK industry leader in WEEE shredding, we’ve tried to take an ambassadorial stance 

to raising awareness of what’s possible, working with journals/blogs on articles that share best practice 

and insight.  

But there is undoubtedly still more to be done, within the world of business. And even more among the 

general public. 

Attitudes surrounding ‘waste’ and recycling differ from country to country – and this is not something 

that is isolated to WEEE alone. Take Energy from Waste, for instance. In the UK, there are varying 

opinions, with a great degree of nimbyism still in existence. Look at some of our neighbours on the 

continent however, and Energy from Waste facilities lie at the heart of communities – they are assets 

to be proud of! Conversation surrounding the role that they play in these countries’ resource security 

and general environmental agendas has been going on for some time. They’re not considered dirty, 

smelly incinerators as may typically be the view in the UK.  

There is arguably no quick fix here. But the magnitude of the challenge cannot deter us from 

instigating progress and change. Otherwise the picture will never evolve. 

One client spoke to us about the lack of refining in the UK. With a small number of refineries in Europe, 

Japan, China, the USA and South Korea, this is a big issue for us domestically. If we had a dedicated 

refinery in this country could we: 

 



 
 

a) Reduce (or event eliminate) export levels? (This could be especially important post-Brexit, when 

we don’t know if we’ll be able to continue using routes to the European market)  

b) Address the environmental problems associated with mining globally, not to mention the 

limitations surrounding the process. It wouldn’t be uncommon to yield 5-10g per tonne from a 

mining project whereas 300g is achievable from some e-waste recovery initiatives! 

c) Become prepared for the undoubted ‘explosion’ of tech/telecoms waste which is going to arise 

in probably less than 10 years’ time, given the tech sector’s move to licence-based equipment 

that they will refuse to support at the end of pre-specified terms? 

d) Get the public excited about an innovative industry lying at the heart of Britain once again? This 

would be especially encouraging given the recent troubles surrounding British Steel. 

e) Even give the Government a % of the refinery so they feel excited about it, publicise it and 

create a talking point?  

Talking points are crucial. A client recently launched an initiative to make bespoke art from e-waste 

and the response was phenomenal, particularly from people who wouldn’t ordinarily give WEEE a 

second thought… https://inetrix.co.uk/circuit-board-art/. As an industry – if not a nation – we need to 

find ways to be different. 

The Government also needs to deepen its conversations with industry, particularly operators who are 

already driving and achieving change themselves with little support from Westminster. They move at 

an inspiring pace and understand this world inside out. They’re not always the biggest players either – 

they’re more agile than the huge operators. Let’s make better use of their knowledge, ideas and 

passion. 

What proposals does the UK Government need to consider as part of its consultation on 

WEEE? 

In addition to the support for UK-based refining as outlined in the question above, more work could be 

done to showcase the successes being experienced when it comes to certain WEEE categories.  

The vast scope of e-waste is part of the problem – it is so diverse. But some independent organisations 

are a real leading light when dealing with high value IT/telecoms waste, for instance. We should be 

giving them more praise, showcasing the results of their innovation and spurring even more activity in 

their world. Without singling out such success stories I worry that the general message is that the 

country isn’t doing that well, which simply isn’t true. 

 

 

https://inetrix.co.uk/circuit-board-art/

